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An outline needs to speak to the 
person who reads it

If for a practitioner for referrals – it 
must speak to their needs and wants

If for a client – it must been seen as 
the solution they are looking for

If for the corporate world it has to 
speak to their interests and their 
employees



Purpose of Outlines
To speak for you

To answer questions you may not 
know people have

To be a marketing tool to sell your 
service or program

To help you be perceived as 
professional

To leave behind so people can 
continue to think about what you offer



Uses
Practitioner for referrals

Other wellness professionals & ally 
relationships

Corporate world

Client selling materials

Sale page or brochure

Contract jobs

Inside the program itself depending on 
how you deliver the content

Can be used for feedback from someone 
who might be an ally or a potential client



When are you going to use it?
Allies:

Give it to them as part of your meeting

Email it to them if having trouble getting a meeting or after

Attach it to any proposal you may be doing (corporate, clinics)

Clients:

Give to every client even after they have agreed to sign up

Give it to them if they have to think about it

A version will also be found on any sales material you produce (a sales 
page)



Types

1. Formal – Straight to the point

2. Client-Friendly – Creates an image 
or feeling

3. Sometimes a hybrid of the two 
depending on the recipient

Some are written in full sentences

Sometimes bullet points are okay 
(harder to create image or feeling)



Determining Type
The MD & ND are going to want to see how it will 
help their patients and their practice

Corporate world wants to see how it helps 
employees

Always write it in the “they” form

Make the words used fit the practitioner

ie: don’t use “detox” with an MD unless you know 
they talk about it, too

Formal type is best for this



Yoga studio, pilates trainers, massage 
therapists, networking groups (maybe)

Are going to want to see it from their 
client’s perspective

They are their clients so they relate that 
way

Copywriting style is best

Write in the “you” form and occasionally 
the “we” form

Never the “I” or “they”



When To Use “Hybrid”
Could be used in some corporate 
outlines – dependson how formal a 
business it is

ie: fitness club (even if it’s a chain), 
entertainment industry, a yoga chain

It has to be professional but can have 
the “we” form where needed

Clever writing is also acceptable – but 
no “you” or “I” form

When in doubt – use formal



Formal Writing vs 
Copywriting



Formal Writing
What you were taught in school

To the point and specific - don’t be too 
wordy with sentences

Plain language – limit big words

No jokes

Full sentences – with some bullet 
points if needed

Better for businesses and practitioners



Copywriting
Conversational writing

Write like you talk

A clever turn of phrase is always 
helpful  and humor can be used

Use contractions – ie: don’t, you’ll

Can start sentences with “and” or 
“but”

Good for clients, sales pages, emails to 
potential clients



How Friendly?
The tone of the writing attracts specific types of 
clients

Lofty, spiritual tone attracts lofty, spiritual 
people

Formal tone attracts more serious people

Happy, funny tone attracts more optimistic 
people

Not sure? Keep it friendly but somewhat formal 
(hybrid) 

Practitioners, corporate – always formal



Start with an outline of your outline – just for 
you

Do the formal outline first 

Easier to write for most people as it’s similar to 
how they were taught to write

Easier to change to a more informal, friendlier 
tone 

Control “F” – for easy substitution of “they” for 
“you”

Don’t underestimate the power of “we”



Outline Structure



What To Include
Cover page (optional depending on use)

Program or Service Description

Timeframe ( how many sessions? weekly? 
monthly? as needed?)

Objectives

Breakdown of each session

Materials - this can go before the 
breakdown of sessions or after

Depends on how valuable the materials 
have as a selling feature

Short bio (a little different for sales pages)



Outline must be clean looking

Font should be easy to read and now squished 
together or busy looking

Should be inviting to reads and easy to skim

Color is good and can be attractive – use as 
you see fit – don’t get carried away.

Can have a cover page – should just be the 
name of service or program (which should 
indicate purpose), logo, your name, and 
contact info

All outlines included contact info – can go in 
the footer whether it’s a cover page or not



When would you a sophisticated, 
graphically designed be used:

Expensive program, big email 
promotion, and online web traffic -
when you advertise to drive people to 
the website

Graphically designed brochure? 
Simpler and would be used by 
practitioners when they refer a patient 
(give to the client)



Writing Tips
Just get it down – don’t worry how it 
sounds at the beginning – be aware of key 
solutions you offer

2nd time – try to tighten up the language 
for the type of outline you’re writing

-Try to see where you can fit in the key 
solutions and benefits for the reader

Walk away for a day – then come back and 
see it with new eyes and re-write

Avoid long sentences



Creating The Outline



Service Outline
Start by writing down what each session you be 
offering will be

If a service: 

Session 1: Initial intake – 1 hour

Session 2: Follow-up – 30 minutes

Session 3: Follow-up – 30 minutes

Session 4: Follow-up – 30 minutes

Detail needs to be added to each session – what 
you be happening in the session



Program 
Make a list of how many sessions you 
plan

Write out what will be in each session 
in point form

Think about how it will flow for the 
client and their healing journey

Think about how what they need to 
learn to find the solution they want 
(not what you want)



Description
An outline has to flow – they don’t know you or what 
you do

Starts with a quick explanation of what you offer you 
do

It must get the reader’s attention and address their 
needs 

For practitioner: Will state what it is and clearly state 
how it benefits them and their patients or clients

For clients: It will clearly state what it is and how it 
will solve their issues



Descriptions should be 1 or 2 sentences – can be 3 if it helps your tone or helps 
highlight key benefits (for client-friendly)

This takes time to work on.

Formal ie: An interactive health program to help patients find practical 
solutions to their diet and lifestyle needs. 

Formal ie: A 12-session program for menopausal women to help them find the 
right food and lifestyle choices as they go forward in their life.

Client-friendly ie: A 12–session program to help you discover how to live your 
life with joy and vitality. And to help you with any pesky menopausal symptoms 
that may be getting in your way.

Client-friendly ie: A 12–session program to help you with any pesky 
menopausal symptoms that may be getting in your way. Discover how to live 
your life with joy and vitality



Let’s write your description
What type of outline are you doing?

Do one sentence to describe your 
program or service

What is it?

Who is it for?

What will it do for them? (client and 
ally, if for ally)



Objectives
This is what the person who goes 
through the program or service will 
achieve

It’s not about specific activities in the 
program and service – that’s for the 
breakdown of the sessions

It’s more about what they will achieve 
or receive from the service or program

This is a good place to put info about 
what you know they want



This section may be titled:

Objectives:

Upon completion, you’ll (or we’ll):

Upon completion, the client (patient) 
will:

Goals for the program:

In this program, we’ll (or you’ll)



Formal
Assist the client (patient) with an overview to understand their health issues

Collaborate with the client (patient) to create a program for their needs and 
create better diet and lifestyle habits

Provide the client (patients) with (weekly) tasks to help them learn what’s best 
for them

Engage the client (patient) by providing support and interactive exercises to 
further their knowledge

Create ongoing strategies for the client (patient) to use after the program is 
finished

(notice the flow)



Client-Friendly
Eliminate the confusion as to how your body should function – menopause 
symptoms are really not a mystery

Create a strategy to end your menopausal symptoms once and for all

Help you discover the best diet and lifestyle suggestions that will work for you 
now 

Provide you with small tasks to further your understanding as to how you work –
doing leads to knowing

Increase your energy and vitality to enjoy your life going forward – there’s so 
much you can do in this chapter of your life

(notice the flow)



Let’s write your objectives

What will they achieve?

Emotionally, physically, tangibly

Remember they read this before the 
breakdown of the sections – it should 
tell them they’re going to get what 
they’re looking for



Session Breakdown
This is where they get to see exactly what 
they’re getting and what they will be doing

It’s specific so they can see it how a session 
provides what they’re looking for

All sessions may not speak to them about 
what they want (they don’t know what will 
help them)

But some must reflect the objectives so they 
see exactly where and when they get what 
they want



Formal Session 1: This session starts the process as the intake forms are assessed 
to discover where the client (patient) is struggling. From this, a plan will be 
created in consultation with the client so that it fits their needs, schedule, and 
lifestyle.

Client-Friendly Session 1: It’s time to make a plan. Understanding how and why 
you have issues is the start of your healing journey. In this session, we discuss the 
assessment forms you’ve filled out and create the plan together. You’ll have 
options and choose what’s right for you including your first task. Knowledge is 
power and understanding is the key to knowledge.

If this is the actual program outline after they purchase – can add this:

Materials: 

•Steps to good digestion handout

•Food journal

•Results tracker



Formal Session 2: As most clients struggle with understanding what to eat, this 
session will focus on the types of foods that could be helpful to them and 
discuss how they can add them to their diet. The goal is to help the client 
discover new foods, inspired their taste buds and create simple strategies that 
make it easier for them to chose and/or prepare the foods.

Client-Friendly Session 2: What to eat, what to eat… that’s always the biggest 
question. In this session, you’ll discover that we’re all unique. And you’ll start 
the process of learning what works best for you. We’ll discuss the different food 
categories and specific foods to determine what you should work towards 
adding to your daily diet. You’ll choose which method you wish to use to do this 
and what foods to try.



Materials
If there are a lot of materials – then list 
them per session if used in a session

If there is a lot of material but some of 
them don’t belong to any particular 
session, then put them at the end.

If there are just a few materials, put 
them in the materials section

If some are the bonus: List them as 
such for the client and allies but not for 
practitioners



Bio
Keep it short – 5 -6 sentences

State:

Your designation and credentials

Your specialty or your interest in the 
topic that the outline discusses 
(program, service) and your goal

Tone can be formal or client-friendly

Include words that resonate with 
reader



Example
Jan Smith is an accredited health coach and registered holistic nutritionist. After 
her own experience of “going through the change” Jan wanted to discover what 
she could do to feel better to live a long healthy life. 

She went on a journey to learn about the physical and emotional changes that 
occur during menopause which included enrolling in the “Nutrition School” to 
earn her designation. Since then she has helped women find their best path for a 
better quality of life. The second chapter can be the best chapter. 



When Outline Is Completed
Pick at least 5 key elements in the outline that 
you think are the strongest points or solutions 
for the intended reader

These will be used when you speak

Or when you write emails

Can be elaborate on in your sales page

Can be more than 5 

This exercise will also give you clarity as to how 
much value your program or service can have 
for the reader


